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Colleagues,

Good Monday morning - and Happy Labor Day!

The AP family.
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If you've been in the company for any amount of time, it's a term you will hear in
referring to the closeness often created by those who served or are still serving a
common cause - a news cooperative that is the oldest and largest news-gathering
organization in the world.

That family is far more than just Associated Press employees. For me and many I
know, the term encompasses our own families - our spouses, our children - just as
much since they are directly impacted by the frequent moves and 24/7 careers we
chose to pursue.

Today's Connecting exemplifies this in two stories we bring you - the first from Adam
Feldman, the son of highly respected AP photo editor Michael Feldman who died
last week, and from Michael Short, longtime AP bureau chief whose wife Betsy
was with him every step of his 33-year career and who died on Friday.

We also bring you news of the death of Rick Freeman, an editor in AP's New York
Sports department, who died last week. Rick's family has scheduled a visitation
Tuesday evening in Cleveland. Click here for further information.

We celebrate their lives. And if you have your own story on the value of spousal and
family support during your career, please share it.

Paul

A son, grateful for stories of his father
Michael Feldman, tells a few of his own
By ADAM FELDMAN (Email)

I am immensely grateful to the international sister- and brother-hood of
photographers and others in the news business who have shared stories of my
father. Your insights and impressions not only comfort, but sometimes surprise me.
However, I'm sad to report that some of you have been fooled on at least one point.
The idea that he was some sort of wine expert is laughable!

He practically had no experience with any alcoholic beverages before meeting my
French-Irish mother in his early thirties. Even recently, he'd only rarely pine after
Guinness as some sort of superior brew, which it's plainly not. It's the only drink I've
heard him call by name. I've not once heard him rhapsodize a wine. I suspect for
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those of you who've enjoyed good meals or raucous evenings with him, it was his
knowledge of history and geography that led him to choose well based purely on
geographic recognition of the terroire and not on the slightest drop of oenophilia. His
taste buds were faking it, even if his social science knowledge most certainly wasn't.
If you can prove to me otherwise or if you have more stories to tell but not for the
whole world, I welcome them directly: adamleofeldman@gmail.com

My father made those first steps from
street shooter to photo editor in
Brussels, which is also where I first
became conscious of his working life. I
was five years old when we moved,
and I quickly learned words like "fuck"
and "bullshit" listening to him yell at
you lot over the phone from our flat in
Uccle often late into the evening
hours. Frankly, that professional
transition of my dad was harder on my
mom than was his unpredictable
schedule as a photographer, and so
she and I moved back to Philadelphia
before I started the second year of
primary school. Though it's at that
point that my sense of his working life
and conditions become more vivid. In
1988, he joined the AP in New York,
and I remember visiting a frighteningly
noisy office. Typewriters, photo
processing equipment, darkrooms,
and other industrial equipment of the
news business seems more factorylike than office-like in retrospect. At his
Adam with his dad, early 1980s
brownstone flat in Brooklyn, I also
have my first memories of him gushing over cinema as an allied art to his own craft.
We watched Terry Gilliam's Brazil together on a fairly big TV for the late eighties. He
always loved gadgets from the greater family of media tools.

After he moved to London, I saw him less frequently but in a way, I became a kind of
travel partner about twice a year to my great benefit. I should mention that my
memory of my first visit to the London AP Bureau in the early nineties was already
"quieter" than New York. I still remember the scream of dot-matrix printers, but the
typing was softer and the processing equipment smaller. The emergent digital hum
of office life seems less of a racket from the machine age, at least in my memory. It's
around this time that I'm starting to have memories of meeting some of you, his
colleagues.

I'm still a little embarrassed by a memory of visiting DC with him early in the Clinton
Administration. I was 12 or 13 and trying to keep up with what I might now call a bit
of a "boys' club" of photographers with whom my dad and I were staying. I told the
following joke whose source I forget and without fully understanding its meaning or
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context: "Last Christmas, the president woke up to the beautiful sight of snow on the
White House lawn. But when he looked closer, he saw written in piss 'Bill Clinton
Sucks'. Enraged, he has the Secret Service investigate. An agent reports back: 'Sir
we've got good news and bad news. The good news is we've identified the urine as
Gore's. The bad news is: it's Hillary's handwriting.'" Everyone chuckled, but then I
really opened up the flood gates to a discussion of the open secret of Bill Clinton's
sexual life which may have gone a bit beyond my pre-teen comfort zone. Still, early
on I felt that through my dad and his network I had access to a cynical view of
authority as well as the production of "truth", and a realization that there can be
competing narratives of history and current events.

The Clinton joke embarrasses
me now because I think of
myself as feminist, or at least a
leftist for whom the oppression of
one is an injury to all. I'm not
sure everyone at the table was
comfortable that I made the joke.
I don't think my dad could easily
call himself a feminist, but I do
think his anarcho-socialist
political instincts meant that
sexism and racism bothered him
at work. Many of you have
commented on his commitment
to some concept of fairness,
which I take great pride in
Four Generations Feldman depicts Michael's
hearing. I hope it really is true
beloved Zaida Max Feldman, his father Jack
that at work as a manager he
Feldman, infant Adam Feldman, and Michael
had some role at chipping away
Feldman
some of the oppressive
structures your colleagues face.
Because frankly, my impression
of your trade was that it was indeed a boys' club. My memory of his late career
includes both his quiet pride in having some role at promoting diversification within
your field, as well as some louder frustration with the barriers to it. Some of my
memory of his mid career includes my own teenage enjoyment of the culture, which
seemed joyful enough to me.

You should know coming to New York is no special honor for a Philadelphian. We
know best among all Yanks that the emperor wears no clothes. The shock of leaving
London for Manhattan was made all the more intense by the fact that he made the
move in the weeks before the 11th of September. My father also did indeed become
a British citizen (or is it subject?) during his tenure oversees, and some of you know
that he acquired the minor ailment that is Anglophilia. In some ways, he felt a
stranger in his own land through that first decade of this new millennium. Maybe
we've all felt that way?

His retirement years in the city of his birth have been exceptionally happy, I think. He
carried a camera almost everywhere again. He remarried my mother, and built a
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lovely nest for them in a terrace home in the center of town. He became a zaida at
the birth of my child, which was a role he relished. If his ill health limited him in any
way, it was that he did not get to travel abroad as much as he'd have preferred. He'd
fantasize about taking our immediate family on river cruises through Europe, or to
country holidays in Cornwall. That would have been nice! All of you should know
that his death at home under in-home hospice care was enormously dignified, and
that he faced it with much bravery.

Again, if any of you have more stories to share, I welcome them:
adamleofeldman@gmail.com

(Adam Feldman is a librarian in Philadelphia. Over the past decade or so, he trained
at an archive of local history, worked as the public services librarian for an HIV/AIDS
service organization, managed an Internet-only library's reference department,
taught computer classes, ran the children's department of a busy neighborhood
branch of the Free Library of Philadelphia, and served as a music librarian at its
Central Library on the Benjamin Franklin Parkway. Currently, he's the public services
coordinator for subject departments of the world class Parkway Central Library.
Adam serves on the Executive Board of the union that represents his fellow
librarians.)

Those many AP rubber chicken
dinners?
'I don't care as long as I'm your date'
By MICHAEL SHORT (Email)
Music, mathematics and sewing were at the center of life for Betsy Short, who as a
private tutor insisted that math should be fun as she helped a generation of Wayland
students sharpen their skills and prepare for college entrance examinations.

Betsy was 79 when she died on Sept. 1 at the
Miriam Boyd Parlin Hospice Residence in
Wayland (MA) after months of declining health.
Our family gathered and her grandchildren
played their instruments and sang for her in her
last days.
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In addition to her work as a tutor, Betsy was a
volunteer from the time she moved with her
family to Wayland in 1978. She worked at the
Wayland Depot, taught English as an ESL
tutor, served on the board of the Wayland
Historical Society and was active from its
inception until the end of July in Wayland FISH,
which drives people to medical appointments.
For a decade she was the parish secretary at
the Church of the Holy Spirit (Episcopal),
where the family worshipped.

Because of the annual fall meetings of the New
England AP News Executives Association,
Betsy came to know many of the AP staff
throughout New England and a considerable
number of newspaper news executives and
their spouses. During the 21 years I was
Betsy Short, in 2014
Boston chief of bureau she accompanied me
as often as she could because she knew the
company would be diverse, informed and unpretentious, from the editor of the
Boston Globe to a rookie reporter who was there to collect an award. She also
enhanced my social acceptability by attending the more upscale gatherings of
publishers, who tended to be, let us say, less diverse. When I once asked her if she
really wanted to face all those rubber chicken dinners, she replied, "I don't care as
long as I'm your date."

Beatrice Elizabeth Hokana was born on Aug. 10, 1938 at Oakes, N.D., into a large
farming family. The daughter of a band leader and choir director, she studied piano
and organ early and as a schoolgirl played for services at Finnish Apostolic Lutheran
churches. Later she played the organ professionally at Lutheran churches in Los
Angeles and Honolulu. She spoke Finnish and was proud of her heritage as a
descendant of Finnish Dakota Territory pioneers.

One of the few female graduates of the University of North Dakota with a degree in
mathematics, she was recruited to teach high school math and German in
California, and later taught in Minnesota before marrying. The family lived in San
Diego and Santa Monica, CA, Kailua, HI, and Boulder, CO before settling in
Wayland.

A skilled seamstress, Betsy created clothing and one-of-a-kind items such as quilts
and tea cozies to give to friends and sell through boutiques. Even as slowly
advancing rheumatoid arthritis curtailed her activities, Betsy was at work at her four
sewing machines. And she never stopped looking forward to receiving a late-night
email from a grandchild laboring over math homework.
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Betsy is survived by her husband, Michael M. Short, her children Michael H. Short of
Brookline and his wife, Beth Frankl; Katharine M. Short of Port Chester, NY, and her
husband, Peter Cole; and by four grandchildren, Zeke and Sari Frankl and Madeline
and Jasper Cole-Short. Also surviving are five of her nine siblings and many loving
nieces and nephews.

For those interested in making a memorial donation the family suggests the
Massachusetts Audubon Society or CareGroup Parmenter Home Care & Hospice,
Inc., which operates the Wayland hospice.

Our Connecting colleague Mike Short joined the AP in Los Angeles in 1966, became
assistant bureau chief in 1972 and was appointed Honolulu chief of bureau in 1975.
He was named Denver CoB a year later and moved to Boston as CoB in 1978. He
retired from AP in 1999. And he noted, "Betsy was with me all the way." His email Mmshort1@comcast.net

-0-

St. Pete just got a new official greeter
Connecting colleague Doug Fisher (Email) - Betsy was one of the most vivacious
and gracious people I've ever met. I'll never forget how welcome she made our
family feel after I took over running the Providence office.

To watch her work the crowd at a New England AP meeting was wonderful, and just
as quickly she'd spy my wife and me and come right over to make sure everything
was OK, especially for "the boys," who were encouraged to join us at AP meetings
(Mike was a wonderful COB and made sure all the correspondents' and news
editors' families were taken care of, but I always suspected Betsy had a hand in that
too).

Years later, after I'd left the AP, I was in Boston for an academic conference, and
she, Mike and I met for a long lunch that still was too short as we kept trading stories
and Betsy kept asking about how we all were doing with an interest far beyond
being polite.

St. Peter may still guard the gates, but he just got a new official greeter.
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Rick Freeman remembered as
welcome tone setter as an editor on
AP's NY sports desk
By NOAH TRISTER

Rick Freeman, a congenial editor whose sense of humor made him a welcome tone
setter in a veteran newsroom during his 15 years with the New York sports
department of The Associated Press, has died. He was 40.

Aino Wheler, Freeman's wife, said he died of
brain cancer Thursday in Cleveland, shortly after
he had been diagnosed with an aggressive
tumor known as a glioblastoma.

A 1999 graduate of the University of Michigan,
Freeman joined the AP in 2001 and became a
valued member of the sports desk, capable of
handling just about any editing shift on the
department's schedule.

"Rick was a smart, flexible journalist and
incredible team player for AP Sports," said
Michael Giarrusso, the AP's global sports editor.
"He was comfortable on almost any assignment
and any sport, and he brought a particular
expertise and passion to our Big Ten coverage. He was the first person to volunteer
to handle additional assignments when a colleague was ill or had an emergency. He
was friendly and easygoing in what can be a stressful, deadline-driven environment.
That attitude earned him friends in AP bureaus all around the world."

Freeman's versatility also served him well as a reporter. He wrote about everything
from college basketball to horse racing and covered events like the NFL draft and
the Heisman Trophy presentation.

But his duties largely involved editing, and that role - helping others improve their
work - became a source of great pride.
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Read more here.

Recommended reading from Harvey:

Houston's homeless shrug off riding
out Harvey on streets

AP Photo/Ma Sedensky

By MATT SEDENSKY

HOUSTON (AP) - To the masses, it was a vicious blast of nature's cruelty, a bruising
brawl to survive, a forced trip to an uncertain future. To the few, it was just another
miserable day.

For all the hardship and pain unleashed by Hurricane Harvey, many of Houston's
homeless shrugged it off.
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"We ain't got nothing to lose anyway," said Eric Brian, one of the thousands of the
city's dispossessed.

Brian is 63 and is resting against a chain-link fence in midtown Houston, where he's
lived on the streets the past two years. He's not interested in elaborating on the
family problem that drove him here, and doesn't think people care too much what
happens to the homeless anyway. He says he never thought twice about seeking
shelter even as the torrents came down.

A few blocks away, beneath an overpass for Interstate 59, about 20 tents are
clustered with dozens of bikes, numerous charcoal grills, the occasional piece of
furniture and mounds of trash. Many of the dozens who live here chose to brave
Harvey in this place they call home, where pigeons gather to pick at food scraps and
the steady hum and clacking of overhead traffic sounds.

Read more here. Shared by Michael Rubin.

Welcome to Connecting

Evan Ramstad - evan.ramstad@startribune.com

Stories of interest
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The Cambodia Daily to Close (After Chasing
One Last Big Story) (New York Times)

Jodie DeJonge, center, the editor in chief of The Cambodia Daily, with staﬀ members on
Thursday. Photo/Omar Havana for The New York Times

PHNOM PENH, Cambodia - For the reporters and editors of The Cambodia Daily,
an independent newspaper, Sunday was the end of an era as they prepared its final
edition after 24 years in operation.

It was also a chance to cover one more significant story about the loss of free
expression in an increasingly autocratic country.

The Daily was ordered by the government to close its doors by Monday over
allegations that it had not paid millions of dollars in taxes. The newspaper will
publish its last print edition on Monday morning.

But rather than simply mourn their loss, The Daily's reporters and editors scrambled
through the night to cover the arrest of the opposition leader Kem Sokha on charges
of treason. He was taken from his house in handcuffs early Sunday morning,
accused of colluding with the United States.
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"It's our livelihood, our mission and our passion to put out the news, but it's a small
part of what's going on in Cambodia today," said Jodie DeJonge, The Daily's editor
in chief. "They are trying to shut down all independent voices."

Read more here.

-0-

Traditional Radio Faces a Grim Future, New
Study Says
UPDATED: A new study published by the head of New York University's Steinhart
Music Business Program casts a sobering outlook on the future of terrestrial radio.
(Not surprisingly, the National Association of Broadcasters and Nielsen responded
to the report; see their responses here.)

In the 30-page report, Larry Miller argues that traditional radio has failed to engage
with Generation Z - people born after 1995 - and that its influence and relevance will
continue to be subsumed by digital services unless it upgrades. Key points made in
the study include:

*Generation Z, which is projected to account for 40% of all consumers in the U.S. by
2020, shows little interest in traditional media, including radio, having grown up in an
on-demand digital environment;

*AM/FM radio is in the midst of a massive drop-off as a music-discovery tool by
younger generations, with self-reported listening to AM/FM radio among teens aged
13 and up declining by almost 50 percentage points between 2005 and 2016. Music
discovery as a whole is moving away from AM/FM radio and toward YouTube,
Spotify and Pandora, especially among younger listeners, with 19% of a 2017 study
of surveyed listeners citing it as a source for keeping up-to-date with music - down
from 28% the previous year. Among 12-24 year olds who find music discovery
important, AM/FM radio (50%) becomes even less influential, trailing YouTube
(80%), Spotify (59%), and Pandora (53%).

Read more here.
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HuffPost is taking its reporters on a "listening
tour," seeking stories, new readers, data, and
solidarity (Nieman)
HuffPost is taking its show on the road starting this month, with a bus tour of 25
cities across the U.S.

Since Lydia Polgreen became editor-in-chief of HuffPost (née The Huffington Post)
this past January, she's spoken widely about the ways in which the digital
publication will be taking up the mantle of the metro tabloid, and represent the
voices of people who feel left behind by powerful economic and political institutions.

The "Listen to America" tour is HuffPost's most prominent effort this year to connect
the largely New York- and D.C.-based news organization to non-coastal America.
(Houston and Charlottesville are both on the itinerary.) In each city, HuffPost staff
will pull in with a fully outfitted bus and interview residents about what's been on
their minds. It will partner with local media outlets in each city - ranging from tiny
independents to Fox affiliates to public radio - to publish stories. Each city will host
tailored events. It'll also analyze all the interviews collected over the course of the
seven-week tour, and arrive at a sort of dataset around "what's keeping people up at
night and what they feel hopeful about," according to Hillary Frey, the new head of
strategy for HuffPost, who conceived of and is overseeing the listening tour. (Staff
traveling with the bus will also be specifically trained beforehand by psychologist
Renee Lertzman to rethink how to conduct interviews.)

Read more here.

-0-

Kris Kobach's new job: Columnist for Breitbart
(Kansas City Star)

By BRYAN LOWRY

Kansas Secretary of State Kris Kobach is now a regular columnist on the far-right
news site run by President Donald Trump's former chief strategist.
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Kobach, a candidate for Kansas governor who is running on a platform of combating
illegal immigration, published his first article for Breitbart.com in June - a piece that
tied refugees to terrorism.

He has published six more pieces since then and more are on the horizon. Kobach,
who previously hosted a talk radio show in Kansas City, said Breitbart approached
him about writing a regular column in June.

"I think Breitbart.com appeals to anyone who is Republican or conservative in any
way," Kobach said after disputing claims that the site caters to white nationalists. "It
appeals to a broad spectrum of conservative readers."

Read more here.

The Final Word
What August showed us about America
By Eliott C. McLaughlin, CNN

(CNN) - One August in America tested the nation's mettle. Years from now, that's
what historians will say.

Harvests traditionally begin in August, and last month in Charlottesville the United
States reaped the bitter product of its divisions. But as the month went on we also
found ways to come together through a celestial phenomenon and a vicious act of
Mother Nature.

Both the eclipse and Harvey reminded us how minuscule we are. And maybe we
needed some perspective.

It's been a divisive spell in American history, a time when we've disagreed bitterly on
the country's direction and shunned dialogue and debate, choosing instead to seek
affirmation of our opinions in echo chambers.
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There's been no middle ground, just quicksand. We were bound to boil over,
historians might write.

Read more here.

Today in History - September 4, 2017

By The Associated Press

Today is Monday, Sept. 4, the 247th day of 2017. There are 118 days left in the year.
This is Labor Day.

Today's Highlight in History:

On September 4, 1917, the American Expeditionary Forces in France suffered their
first fatalities during World War I when a German plane attacked a British-run base
hospital in Camiers.

On this date:

In 1781, Los Angeles was founded by Spanish settlers under the leadership of
Governor Felipe de Neve.

In 1886, a group of Apache Indians led by Geronimo (also known as Goyathlay,
"One Who Yawns") surrendered to Gen. Nelson Miles at Skeleton Canyon in
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Arizona.

In 1888, George Eastman received a patent for his roll-film box camera, and
registered his trademark: "Kodak."

In 1948, Queen Wilhelmina of the Netherlands abdicated after nearly six decades of
rule for health reasons.

In 1951, President Harry S. Truman addressed the nation from the Japanese peace
treaty conference in San Francisco in the first live, coast-to-coast television
broadcast.

In 1957, Arkansas Gov. Orval Faubus used Arkansas National Guardsmen to
prevent nine black students from entering all-white Central High School in Little
Rock. Ford Motor Co. began selling its ill-fated Edsel.

In 1967, Detroit TV station WKBD aired an interview with Michigan Gov. George
Romney in which the Republican presidential hopeful attributed his previous support
for the war in Vietnam to a "brainwashing" he'd received from U.S. officials during a
1965 visit.

In 1971, an Alaska Airlines jet crashed near Juneau, killing all 111 people on board.

In 1972, U.S. swimmer Mark Spitz won a seventh gold medal at the Munich
Olympics in the 400-meter medley relay.

In 1987, a Soviet court convicted West German pilot Mathias Rust of charges
stemming from his daring flight to Moscow's Red Square, and sentenced him to four
years in a labor camp. (Rust was released in August 1988.)

In 1998, Internet services company Google filed for incorporation in California.

In 2014, comedian Joan Rivers died at a New York hospital at age 81, a week after
going into cardiac arrest in a doctor's office during a routine medical procedure.

Ten years ago: Hurricane Felix slammed into Nicaragua's coast, the first time on
record that two Category 5 Atlantic hurricanes hit land in the same year. Toy maker
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Mattel Inc. recalled 800,000 lead-tainted, Chinese-made toys worldwide, a third
major recall in just over a month.

Five years ago: Democrats opened their national convention in Charlotte, North
Carolina, by ridiculing Republican Mitt Romney as a millionaire candidate who "quite
simply doesn't get it"; first lady Michelle Obama lovingly praised her husband as a
devoted spouse and caring father at home and a "man we can trust" to revive the
nation's weak economy as president. The Treasury Department reported the
national debt had topped $16 trillion.

One year ago: Elevating the "saint of the gutters" to one of the Catholic Church's
highest honors, Pope Francis canonized Mother Teresa, praising her radical
dedication to society's outcasts and her courage in shaming world leaders for the
"crimes of poverty they themselves created."

Today's Birthdays: Actress Mitzi Gaynor is 86. Actor Kenneth Kimmins is 76. Singer
Merald "Bubba" Knight (Gladys Knight & The Pips) is 75. TV personality and
veterinarian Dr. Jan (yahn) Pol (TV: "The Incredible Dr. Pol") is 75. World Golf Hall of
Famer Raymond Floyd is 75. Actress Jennifer Salt is 73. World Golf Hall of Famer
Tom Watson is 68. Rhythm-and-blues musician Ronald LaPread is 67. Actress
Judith Ivey is 66. Rock musician Martin Chambers (The Pretenders) is 66. Actor
Lawrence Hilton-Jacobs is 64. Actress Khandi Alexander is 60. Actor-comedian
Damon Wayans Sr. is 57. Rock musician Kim Thayil is 57. Actor Richard Speight Jr.
is 48. Actor Noah Taylor is 48. Actress Ione (eye-OH'-nee) Skye is 47. Actor-singer
James Monroe Iglehart is 43. Pop-rock singer-DJ-musician-producer Mark Ronson
is 42. Rhythm-and-blues singer Richard Wingo (Jagged Edge) is 42. Rock musician
Ian Grushka (New Found Glory) is 40. Actor Wes Bentley is 39. Actor Max
Greenfield is 38. Singer Dan Miller (O Town) is 37. Singer Beyonce (bee-AHN'-say)
Knowles is 36. Country singer-musician Tom Gossin (Gloriana) is 36. Actresscomedian Whitney Cummings is 35. Actor-comedian Kyle Mooney (TV: "Saturday
Night Live") is 33. Folk-rock musician Neyla Pekarek (NEE'-lah peh-KAYR'-ehk)
(The Lumineers) is 31. Pop-rock singer-songwriter James Bay is 27. Actor Carter
Jenkins is 26. Actor Trevor Gagnon is 22.

Thought for Today: "I am one of the people who love the why of things." Catherine the Great, Russian czarina (1729-1796).

Got a story or photos to share?
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Got a story to share? A favorite memory of your AP days?
Don't keep them to yourself. Share with your colleagues by
sending to Ye Olde Connec ng Editor. And don't forget to
include photos!
Here are some suggestions:
- Second chapters - You finished a great career. Now
tell us about your second (and third and fourth?)
chapters of life.
- Spousal support - How your spouse helped in
supporting your work during your AP career.
- My most unusual story - tell us about an unusual,
off the wall story that you covered.
- "A silly mistake that you make"- a chance to 'fess up with a memorable mistake
in your journalistic career.
- Multigenerational AP families - profiles of families whose service spanned two or
more generations.
- Volunteering - benefit your colleagues by sharing volunteer stories - with ideas on
such work they can do themselves.
- First job - How did you get your first job in journalism?
- Connecting "selfies" - a word and photo self-profile of you and your career, and
what you are doing today. Both for new members and those who have been with us
a while.
- Most unusual place a story assignment took you.

Paul Stevens
Editor, Connec ng newsle er
paulstevens46@gmail.com
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